
Trailer Mounted Kyoto Containment Mat
Stowage box, foam berm and mat retrofit kit
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A Foam berm stowage box complete with bracket for attaching the box to the rig together with all fixings.
(JMP/KYOTO/C/7081)

Containment mat with foam berms (18 in total).
(SM896/06) 

This retrofit kit is intended to convert the inflatable mat originally supplied with the Trailer Mounted Kyoto
Containment Mat (JMP/KYOTO/D/6777/C200) to the alternative foam berm filled mat. As the new mat’s
sidewalls will no longer be inflated, the Nitrogen cylinder, airline and high-pressure regulator will not be required
and can safely be removed from the rig. The new retrofit kit comprises of:

Firstly, remove the inflatable mat from the reel and replace with the new mat. The dimensions and fixings are the same, so
the mat will fold and attach in the same way.

Attaching the mat.



A) Remove the berms from
the storage box and undo
the bolts attaching the box
to the bracket (6 in total).

B) Measure 310mm in from the front vertical frame support (1) and mark a vertical line.
With someone supporting either end of the bracket, align the pre-drilled holes in the first
bracket mounting arm (2) with the vertical mark and mark the first two drill holes (the top
one approximately 30mm down from the top of the frame section).

Holding the bracket securely against the frame, mark the remaining drill positions making
sure the bracket is kept level. 

Fitting the bracket and box to the rig.
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C) Drill the marked holes through the box section with
10mm clearance for the supplied fixing bolts (6 in total).

D) Bolt the bracket 
securely to the frame
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E) Seat the box into the bracket, refit the 6 bolts 
and replace the foam berms.
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